Most cycle slip (CS) processing methods are based on the linear combinations of pseudorange and phase observation, and the gross error on pseudorange can lead to mistakes on the results. From this perspective, a novel method is proposed relying on satellite orbit and smoothed pseudorange, which is divided into two steps: rough and detailed process. During the first process, we calculate and compare the TD (Time Difference) model difference between satelliteto-receiver distance and phase observation to get the systematic error. We use the difference between the predicted and calculated to detect and fix the massive mistake. During the second process, we add -3 to +3 cycles on phase observation which is used to smooth pseudorange by an eliminating ionospheric method, then we search the unique error by validating the ambiguity of WL-MW, L1 and L2, and the difference of smoothed pseudorange and phase observation. Besides, the detectors constructed by ionospheric information of previous epochs are used to test the estimation by LS (least square). The first process can correctly detect and repair the integer error for high sampling rate datasets while limiting it in a small range for low sampling rate datasets. The datasets from IGS (International GNSS Service) with low and high sampling rate are used to verify the proposed method. High sampling rate datasets experiment shows there are only 4 among 640.778 observations from GODN is failed to repair the error when testing 9 stations. Low sampling rate datasets experiment shows that the average success rate of all stations is about 99.56 %. The lowest success rate of L1 and L2 frequency reaches 99.20 % and 99.21 %, respectively of DYNG station, while the highest reaches 99.83 % of both L1 and L2 of HRAO station.
INTRODUCTION
Phase observations are widely used in positioning and navigation for its high-precision, and the continuous tracking signals from satellites can ensure the continuity of integer ambiguity. The phase observation error whose integral part is wrong while the fractional part is correct is called CS (cycle slip), which is caused by reinitializing the integer counter when losing lock GNSS signal. If the error occurs and not repairs correctly, it will directly have an unknown integer cycles biases on the integer ambiguity and a deviation on positioning result.
In the past fewer decades, significant achievement has obtained to solve the particular error, and we classify the methods into three categories: linear combination, Bayesian theory, and the assistant algorithm by inertial technology. The first classical method is linear combinations, which is widely used for its simplicity and convenience, such as GF (geometry-free), HMW (Hatch-Melbourne-Wübbena) combination (Blewitt, 1990; Hatch, 1982; Melbourne, 1985; Wübbena, 1985) , and their related expanded Cite this article as: Li F, Gao J, Li Z, Qian N, Yang L, Yao Y: A step cycle slip detection and repair method based on doubleconstraint of ephemeris and smoothed pseudorange. Acta Geodyn. Geomater., 16, No. 4 (196) , [337] [338] [339] [340] [341] [342] [343] [344] [345] [346] [347] [348] 2019 . DOI: 10.13168/AGG.2019.0028 example to validate the algorithm, and we analyze reasons failing to execute the algorithm for some epochs. Finally, it made a summary and outlook.
THE FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE
To improve the success rate, we present the mathematic models of GPS, and its linear combinations, such as MW, WL combination firstly. Then, we smooth the pseudorange, considering the ionospheric variation in this section.
MATHEMATIC MODELS OF GPS
The un-differenced and un-combined mathematic models of pseudorange and phase observations are simplified as follows: 
Where subscript j indicates the frequency. λ indicates wavelength. P is pseudorange with meters.
ϕ is phase observation with cycles. ρ is the geometric distance between the phase center of the receiver and satellite antenna. c is light velocity in vacuum. r δτ and s δτ indicate clock correction of receiver and satellite. z is integer ambiguity. j u is the ionospheric coefficient of different frequencies with 1 1 u = for L1, and 2 2 2 1 2 / u f f = for L2. p ε and ϕ ε indicate the measurement error of pseudorange and phase observation. We do not consider other errors since the TD model can eliminate them with a detail explication by (Hieu et al., 2014) . The Δ indicates the difference of adjacent epochs, and we make a TD model of phase observations as equation (3). If there exists error 0 z Δ ≠ , nevertheless 0 z Δ = . For convenience, we simplify the models and only consider the ionospheric delay when deducting formula. Based on the simplified model, we express the WL combination of pseudorange and phase observations as follow (Blewitt, 1990) :
Where P Δ indicates pseudorange with WL combination; λ Δ is the wavelength whose value is 
al. improved HMW combination and combined triplefrequency signals for the disturbed ionosphere situation (Zhao et al., 2019) . However, a common feature of the linear combination is to weaken the ionospheric delay, which makes problems that there may be an insensitive error, and the frequency occurs CS is challenging to identify. Also, most of the above methods are not suitable for low sample rate data at the disturbed ionosphere condition, and the gross error on pseudorange can lead to mistakes in the result. The second category is the Bayesian theory, which is used to undifferenced cases (de Lacy, 2008) . However, several continuous epoch data before and after the current epoch is required to satisfy some criteria (Zhang and Li, 2012) . A good result can be obtained from least-squares adjustment, even if the sampling rate of the data reaches 30 s, but it requires a high precision of the ionospheric delay information (Banville and Langley, 2013) . Even if it has got the precise coordinate of satellite and station, the TD accuracy of non-dispersive noise is constrained in 0.02 m to strengthen LS adjustment mathematical model (Zhang and Li, 2016) . Xiao et al. enhanced LS model with a separating method, but a clean data before is required (Xiao et al., 2018) . However, the above techniques require clean data before or after the detect time. The third kind is aiding by INS (Inertial Navigation System) (Colombo et al., 1999) . Altmayer establishes detectors by the standard deviation of the previous (Altmayer, 2000) , while Lee et al. use the INS position (Lee et al., 2003) , and Du and Gao constructed WL and extra WL by INS information (Du and Gao, 2012) . Younsil et al. combined low cast MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) INS and single-frequency differential GPS signal (Younsil et al., 2013) . Li constructed three detectors using INS information . However, the INS constraints the cost and feasibility of the hardware.
To satisfy real-time navigation and positioning, we present an effective and efficient algorithm based on double-constraint of ephemeris and the smoothed pseudorange, which is divided into two steps: rough and detailed process. During the first process, we obtain systematic error from the comparison of the TD model of geometric distance and phase observations. Then, the difference is compared to detect and repair massive error (such as more than three cycles). During the second process, the phase observation added -3 to 3 cycles error is used to smooth the pseudorange. Then we verify the ambiguity of MW-WL, L1 and L2, the residual of carrier phase and smoothed pseudorange. Finally, the ionospheric variation predicted and observed is used as a detector to identify and fix some particular error not handle during the previous process.
In the following sections, we introduce the mathematical model of satellite positioning firstly. Then the proposed algorithm is described with a flow chart and descriptive language. Next, the measured datasets from IGS (International GNSS Service) is an A STEP CYCLE SLIP DETECTION AND REPAIR METHOD BASED ON DOUBLE-CONSTRAIN OF … .
We obtain the ionosphere variation, ( , ) t t k υ Δ + , accurately from the following equation.
THE PROPOSED METHOD
We divided the proposed method into two parts, rough and detailed progress, and we introduce the first progress in 3.1 section while the second in 3.2. In 3.3 section, we present the whole process by flow chart and descriptive language.
ROUGH PART OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we will discuss how to detect and repair the massive error. Using the Taylor formula, we use the receiver position obtained from SPP (Standard Point Positioning) and satellite location provided by precise/broadcast ephemeris to express the satellite-toreceiver distance, which is as follows:
Where G is the direction cosine matrix. 0 ρ indicates geometric distance calculated by approximate receiver position and satellite position.
( ) X t Δ and x Δ show position variation of receiver and satellite, respectively.
We present the TD of equation (14) as follows: 0 ( , 1) ( , 1) ( 1)( ( ) ( 1))
15) Next, we will mainly discuss the influence of satellite and receiver position, velocity on
The 1 ζ is defined as follows:
Where X  and ω  indicate real satellite coordinates and velocity while X and ω indicate satellite coordinates and velocity provided by ephemeris. t δ is sampling interval rate, and dω is the error of satellite velocity.
Current research shows that the real error of satellite velocity provided by ephemeris is less than 1 cm/s (Serrano et al., 2004) , and the difference of satellite velocity calculated by navigation file and precise ephemeris is in mm/s level. Thus, if we replace ρ Δ with 0 ρ Δ , the influence of 1 ζ on ρ Δ is only several millimeters.
Combining the equation (4) and (5) of L1 and L2 frequencies, we can express the z Δ and z Δ Δ as follows:
Additionally, MW-WL (Melbourne, 1985; Wübbena, 1985) combination is a useful model as follows:
From equation (8), the MW-WL combination eliminates lots of errors, such as the ionospheric delay, clock bias and of satellite and receiver, the geometric distance between satellites and receiver. Also, the MW-WL has quite a long-wavelength to detect and repair the unique error.
CARRIER SMOOTHING PSEUDORANGE CONSIDERING IONOSPHERIC VARIATION
The traditional pseudorange smoother, which believes that the ionospheric delay is a constant, is shown as follows:
Where s P is smoothed pseudorange, α is a smoothing coefficient. We can calculate the smoothed pseudorange of the first epoch as follow:
Where K is the number of smooth epoch and 0 t is the time of first epoch.
The traditional smoother has two strikes against it. One is that the s P would absorb twice ionospheric variation if the filter runs for a long time. The other is that it needs a long time to weaken or eliminate the systematic error of first epoch. To extend the running time of the smoother, we use a new filter that can reduce the ionospheric variation to smooth pseudorange and explain it as below:
The following equation can be used to initialize the 0 '( ) s P t with several precise observation. The ionospheric activity has been considered as one of the factors to investigate the influence on η . The p K index provided by GFZ in Potsdam, Germany (http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/kp-index/) is used to select the observations since it can reflect the levels of the ionospheric activity by geomagnetic disturbances.
The real IGS GODN datasets measured on doy (day of the year) 291 (the quietest ionosphere activity day) and doy 238 (the most disturbing ionosphere activity day) of 2018 is an example to investigate the influence of ionosphere on η . We show the two results in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , respectively.
From comparing Figure 2 and Figure 3 , we can get that, the maximum difference of η is less than 15 cm, and the η is higher at a disturbed ionospheric activity condition than a quiet condition. Furthermore, the ionospheric activity may influence the prediction of η , which may be more than one cycle and leading to a cycle deviation. However, the difference of η by the predicted and observed is less than 3 cycles, and the first process can detect and repair the massive error, accurately. The contrast of η between the predicted and observed is only several decimeters for GODN station, and it is easy to detect the massive error. Moreover, we can repair it according to the following formula by comparing η by predicted and observed.
Where, H is predictive functional, which can be realized by a moving window, and round H represents the rounding function.
DETAILED PART OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
We can constrain the error in a small range (less than three cycles) by formula (21), and we will detect and repair it detailly in this section. Even if we constrain the CS in a small range, it will affect the Analogously, we define 2 ζ as below:
even if the sampling interval is the 60 s (Li et al., 2019) , and it can be smaller if we provide a lower sampling interval rate.
is several millimeters, even if the sampling interval is the 60 s.
The several epochs are used to estimate approximate receiver coordinate for a static receiver, and we can obtain equation as follows:
Similarly, we define 2 ξ as follow:
The SPP can obtain a sub-meter level positioning accuracy and ( ) ( 1) G t G t − − is less than 3 5 10 − × , and the ( ) G t is direction cosines which is less than 1. Thus, if we replace ρ Δ with 0 ρ Δ , the influence of 2 ξ on ρ Δ is less than 1cm.
In the above discussion, even if we replaced ρ
Δ . If we take equation (15) into equation (3), we can get the following equation:
We define r s j j j c c z u η δτ δτ λ υ = Δ + Δ + Δ + Δ , and limit the unique error at a range because we can predict η with a sure accuracy using polynomial fitting. In order to investigate the prediction precision of η , the 30 s sampling rate dataset of GODN is an example to show the difference of η predicted and The influenced smoothed pseudorange considering the ionosphere variation is as follow:
Next, we construct four detectors, such as the ambiguity of MW-WL, L1 and L2, the residual of carrier phase and pseudorange. For simplicity of formula expression, it will not distinguish the smoothed pseudorange ignoring and considering ionospheric variation, and we take account of the ionospheric change in the following sections.
The first and second detector is the ambiguity variation of L1 and L2. The unaffected ambiguity of current epoch is equal to previous for L1 and L2, and we set a smaller threshold because of the higher precision of smoothed pseudorange. We design the detector as follows, and the threshold of those detectors is 1.5:
We make the GODN station as an example here, and show the TD model of L1 and L2 ambiguity calculated by smoothed pseudorange in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . 
( 1)) 2 ( , 1)) Similarly, the method of L1 and L2 ambiguity variation is used to explore MW-WL ambiguity variation. Here we still take GODN station observations as an example, and make a TD model of MW-WL ambiguity, then shows the result in Figure 6 .
From the above experimental and statistical results of GODN station, we can get that, on counting the difference TD model of MW-WL integer ambiguity obtained, the maximum is 2.87 cycles, and the minimum is -2.82 from original pseudorange while the smoothed is 0.07 and -0.09 cycles. Therefore, we can design detectors by the difference TD model of MW-WL ambiguity.
The fourth detector is residual of pseudorange and phase observation, and the form is as follows, and the threshold of those detectors is 0.15:
Like the detector designed by MW-WL ambiguity variation, the method of L1 and L2 ambiguity variation is used to explore residual of pseudorange and phase observation. Here we still take From the above experimental and statistical results of GODN station, we can get that, on counting the difference TD model of integer ambiguity, the maximum is 11.94 cycles, and the minimum is -12.04 from original pseudorange while the smoothed is 0.75 and -0.89 cycles at L1 frequency. The peak is 8.16 cycles, and the bottle is -8.26 from original pseudorange while the smoothed is 0.57 and -0.68 cycles at L2. Thus, we can get a rough conclusion as follows, the original pseudorange of L1 can restrict the ambiguity within about 12 cycles while constraining the L2 frequency within about 8 cycles. Also, the smoothed pseudorange of L1 can limit the ambiguity within about 0.9 cycles while limiting the L2 signal within about 0.7 cycles. Therefore, we can design detectors by the difference TD model of integer ambiguity from L1 and L2 frequency.
We design the third detector by the TD model of the MW-WL and express it as follow, and the threshold of those detectors is 0.6: between the two ionospheric variations is quite a suitable detector.
For the CS is an error with integer characteristics, so the hypothesis test can be used to detect and repair it. To reduce the number of parameters, the null hypotheses hold that there is no error while the alternative assumes there exist, and we describe the hypotheses as follow:
If the null hypothesis 0 H is correct, we can get that: and υ Δ  is the predicted ionospheric variation by previous epochs. GODN station as an example, and make a difference of pseudorange and phase observation, and show the result in Figure 7 .
From the above experimental and statistical results of GODN station, we can get that, for the residual of original pseudorange and carrier phase observation, the maximum and minimum is 3.17 m and -3.39 m. Correspondingly, for the residual of smoothed pseudorange and carrier phase observation, the maximum and minimum are only 0.11 m and -0.13 m.
There are a few particular CS can pass the above test, and the next verification is the uniformity of prior and posterior ionospheric variation estimated by LS, and the threshold of those detectors is 0.02: Fig. 8 Flow chart of the proposed method.
Moreover, it assumed that there is no error or has repaired at previous epochs for establishing detectors.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

DATA DESCRIPTION
To verify the applicability of the proposed method, the real measured datasets from the IGS with low sampling rate collected on October 27, 2018, are used to verify the proposed method. We make a distribution of these selected stations in Figure 9 , and the datasets have good representativeness and diversities. From the figure, we can get that the station's distribution is all over the world. From the east to the west direction, there are 3 stations in the eastern hemisphere, 5 stations in the western, and 1 station nearby the boundary. From the east to the west direction, there are 2 in the southern hemisphere while 7 in the northern hemisphere. Furthermore, the datasets from inland and littoral are both selected in the datasets, and we test receivers and antennas from different manufacturers and brands, such as Trimble, Javad, Septentro, Tps.
THE SIMULATION CS AND RESULT
The receiver position can obtain from SPP by the observations of the several beginning epochs firstly when we used the proposed method. For a static receiver, the receiver position is a constant value, and receiver coordinates from SPP can promise enough precision calculating the geometric distance of satellite-to-receiver. We use a moving smoothing window to calculate the systematic error while using a polynomial fitting to predict the ionospheric variation.
To verify the algorithm's efficiency, we add artificial error from -3 to 3 cycles at both frequencies for all epochs except for the several beginning, since we establish the detectors by the several beginning epochs (30 epochs). A particular typical combination, (-1, -1), is added since it is insensitive to detectors designed by MW-WL. Moreover, a more special combination, (-77, -60) and (-9, -7), are added, which have an equal ratio with frequencies. Moreover, the added error can make a representative of the most insensitive error. To obtain a more eloquent result, all epochs, except for the several bargaining epochs, are simulated and tested in this study while only part of epochs at other researches. The massive error can be limited to a small range (less than 3 cycles) by the If the null hypothesis is correct, there are 2 1 f + observations and only 2 parameters to be estimated in the equation (31). Relying on the parameter estimation model, we should pay attention to that it has quite a strength model because its freedom is 2 1 f − . Thus, any CS will make a disturbance on y Ax = , which can lead to a deviation of parameter estimation.
THE WHOLE PROCESS OF THE PROPOSED CSDR METHOD
In this section, we introduced the entire process of the proposed algorithm by flow chart and explanation language, and show the flow chart in Figure 8 .
From Figure 8 , we can realize the proposed method by the following steps: 1. Calculate systematic error. We obtain the geometric distance from satellite orbit and receiver track and make a TD model for geometric distance and phase observations. Then the TD model difference between satellite-toreceiver geometric distance and phase observations of the current epoch is predicted by the historical information. 2. Detect and repair the massive error. Then the difference of current epoch is also estimated by satellite-to-receiver geometric distance and phase observation. The two difference is compared to detect and fix the massive error. 3. Construct detectors. We calculate the ionospheric variation, and smooth pseudorange considering the ionospheric variety. Next, we establish detectors by the ambiguity of MW-WL, L1 and L2, residual of carrier phase and smoothed pseudorange, respectively. 4. Detect and repair the small error. We search the unique error by adding error from -3 to +3 cycles to original phase observation and verify the detectors established at step (3). 5. Detect and repair some value not handled at step (4). The ionospheric variation predicted and observed is used as a detector for the specific value. Notes: in order to eliminate the influence of prior unit weight variance on parameter estimation, the iterative LS is used to get the minimum difference of posterior and prior unit weight variance. Also, the ultra-fast precision ephemeris downloaded in advance, or the navigation file is used to get satellite orbit.
A STEP CYCLE SLIP DETECTION AND REPAIR METHOD BASED ON DOUBLE-CONSTRAIN OF … .
345 Fig. 9 The distribution of the test stations. show that the success rate is over 99.2 % for all station, which verifies the validity and reliability of the proposed method. On counting the failure rate, the highest failure rate station is ALBH with 0.11 % on both L1 and L2, and there are only 52 observations cannot execute the proposed method. The lowest failure rate station is HRAO with 0.03 % on both L1 and L2 frequency, and there are only 14 observations cannot execute the proposed method. From the above statistical results, the situation of CSDR has a significant similarity between L1 and L2, which indicates that the failure and succeed result of L1 and L2 would affect and restrict each other.
rough step, so the massive error is counted according to the small when counting statistical information. We show the statistical information in Table 1 . There are only 31 GPS satellites in the sky because the G04 is out of service on the observation day. According to statistics information in Table 1 Fig. 10 The comparison of η by predicted and observed with high sampling rate data. According to the statistics information in Table 2 , when counting implementation rate, the highest station is AREG whose proportion is 98.91 % with 67,418 executed in all 68,160 observation, while the lowest is DYNG whose proportion is 96.76 % with 88,496 implemented in all 85,626 observations, among the test datasets. When counting the average number of visible satellites, the maximum is KIRU, which is 12.29 with 88,496 observations in all, while the minimum is HRAO, which is 7.74 with a total of 55,708 observations. When counting the information of CSDR, there are only 4 observations is a failure which station is GODN, in all test station with a total of 320,389 observations. Thus, for high sampling rate data, the η of current epoch can be predicted accurately, and the proposed method is sufficient for a static receiver.
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF CYCLE SLIP DETECTION AND REPAIR RESULT
By analyzing the epochs which are wrong and failed to detect and repair CS, and the following reasons can account for this phenomenon.
The first category reason is the precision of ephemeris and the interpolating method, which mainly Different method is suitable for low and high sampling rate dataset as the different property. For low sampling rate data, the non-dispersion error of adjacent epochs is too large to predict, so the predicted η by polynomial fitting can constraint the error into a small range. However, for high sampling rate data, the non-dispersion error of adjacent epochs can be predicted accurately, so the η predicted is a good value for identifying the error. Similar to low sampling rate data, we make an example for CEBR station data collecting from AM 9:00 to 10:00 on 27 October 2018, and show the η difference from prediction and observation in Figure 10 .
From the figure, the η difference from the two is quite a good value, although there is some difference among different satellites. However, the η residual of low sampling rate data may be an immense value, and the result is in Figures 1-3 .
Correspondingly, the corresponding dataset with high sampling rate is used to verify the proposed method. Except for the several beginning epochs, we test all epochs of both frequencies and show the statistical information in Table 2 .
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BDS (BeiDou Navigation Satellite System), GALILEO satellite navigation system, QZSS (Quasi-Zenith Satellite System) and IRNSS (Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System). Meanwhile, the dynamic information of the receiver will cause an incorrect calculation of the satellites-to-receiver, so only the static receiver is studied in this paper. In the future, the INS information will facilitate and assist error detection and repair for a dynamic receiver for further development.
affect the rough step of the proposed method for both low and high sampling rate data. By polynomial fitting methods, the precision beginning and ending epochs will reduce rapidly, and as much ephemeris data as possible should be used to improve orbit accuracy. Simultaneously, the TD model eliminates the systematic error while enlarges the random error, so the systematic error makes no influence on the result while the result can be affected by the random error.
The second category reason is the gross error on the original pseudorange, which will lead a mistake on the smoothed pseudorange. Furthermore, it leads that the ambiguity of MW-WL, L1, L2, and the residual error of smoothed pseudorange and phase observation will deviate from the real value, and the result of LS is unreliable.
The third category reason is the prediction method and the over-draft of the non-dispersion, which can affect the first process of the proposed method for both low and high sampling rate data. The inaccurate prediction of the non-dispersion causes the 2 epochs failure of the high sampling rate data. Additionally, the erroneous prediction of the nondispersion is unable to lock the CS at a small range (less than 3 cycles) for the low sampling rate.
The fourth category reason is the inaccurate prediction of the ionosphere. Even if the error has repaired, the detector is unable to pass the test for the inaccurate prediction of the ionosphere.
CONCLUSION
We use different methods for different sampling rate data in this study. For high sampling rate data, double constraints from systematic error and satellite orbit are enough. The experimental result shows excellent reliability since there are only 2 epochs are failed among 640,778 epochs by the rough part when testing datasets with a high sampling rate.
A step method based on double-constraint of ephemeris and smoothed pseudorange is suitable for low sampling rate data. The massive error is constrained in a small range by systematic error and satellite orbit at the first process, and we add -3 to +3 integer error on original phase observation and smooth the pseudorange. Then the ambiguity of MW-WL, L1, L2 is tested to decide whether the added CS is correct. Furthermore, the method uses the difference between prior and posterior ionosphere variation to identify the error. The experimental result shows high reliability and validity for the dataset with a low sampling rate because the lowest succeed rate is 99.20 % in 9 test stations observations dataset.
We only test the GPS datasets for validating the proposed method in this study because the computation increases multiply with the increasing of the systems. In the future, we will design more detectors to narrow the searching space, and use multi-GNSS to validate the detectors such as GLONASS (Global Navigation Satellite System),
